INTRODUCTION
In this paper we show that input frequency plays a role in the acquisition of word order, but only combined with other factors. Two constructions with similar input frequencies are investigated: embedded questions and (all) embedded clauses with negation. It is shown that the lack of input cues for the target word order in embedded clauses with negation leads children to overgeneralize main clause word order in these cases (producing structures with verb movement across adverbs/negation). However, a similar lack of input cues for word order in embedded questions does not lead to overgeneralization (the production of structures with verb movement across the subject). This is explained within a Split-CP model of clause structure and a weak continuity structure-building approach to language acquisition where input and economy principles interact in the development of word order. While children have to rely on input to acquire the word order in the IP domain of the clause, UG provides them with the information that embedded questions are different from main clause questions with respect to illocutionary force. Consequently children do not project the same functional architecture for the two constructions, and overgeneralization of features from main to embedded questions is therefore impossible.
THE WORD ORDER OF NORWEGIAN
• Norwegian is V2 language with obligatory verb movement to the second position in main clauses, but generally no verb movement in embedded clauses:
( 
Previous studies on the acquisition of embedded clauses
• Clahsen and Smolka (1986) : German-speaking children correctly place the verb clause-finally in embedded clauses already in the very first intances of such clauses.
• Penner (1996) : a Swiss-German (Bernese) child correctly places the verb clausefinally in embedded contexts until about the age of 3;2. Then for a period of some months the child produces embedded clauses both with and without verb movement.
• Schönenberger (2001) : Swiss German (Lucernese) children overgeneralize verb movement to embedded clauses almost up to the age of 5.
• Occasional incorrect verb movement in German embedded clauses is also reported for German children (Gawlitzek-Maiwald, Tracy, and Fritzenschaft 1992) , for Swedish children (Håkansson and Collberg 1994) , and for bilingual German-English children (Döpke 1998).
Data from Young Norwegian Children
• Tromsø corpus: 70 one-hour recordings of 3 Norwegian children, age approx. 1;9-3.
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• 28 embedded declaratives with negation or an adverb: -12 examples with the order Neg-S-V; the exact position of the verb unclear.
-3 examples involve a non-finite verb -also unclear.
-4 examples have target-consistent non-V2 word order, see (9).
-9 examples display V2 word order, see (10)- (11), 5 of these involve bridge verbs. 
Investigations of Older Children
• Sporadic recordings and diary notes from two children, Henning (2;4.4 -8;0.17) and Iver (1;8.10 -5;9.15).
• Results from a pilot experimental study with the same two children at the ages of 5;9.18 and 8;0.20.
• Verb movement past negation is attested in several non-V2 contexts: (16) (Iver 4;7.10) I know how they make a house like-that here 'I know how to make a house in this way.'
• The pilot experimental study elicited embedded wh-questions with negation or adverbs. We read the children a story, and afterwards they were asked to question the hippo Hårek to see how much he remembered of it. They had to ask by saying 'Do you remember...?' The setup is illustrated in (21) • Results: -The older child placed the verb after negation/adverb in all of 11 his utterances, whereas the younger child placed the verb in front of negation/adverb in 7 out of his 8 utterances: (22) -Neither of the children ever moved the verb past the subject in any of these embedded wh-questions.
INPUT
• Samples of the adult material from the Tromsø corpus investigated in detail:
Evidence for V2 extremely frequent (approx. 70%), see Westergaard (2005) , similar findings for Swedish in Josefsson (2004) .
Evidence for non-V2:
• Embedded clauses with negation or an adverb (Neg/Adv-V):
(28) pass på at den ikkje faller over.
(INV, file Ole.14) watch on that it not fall.PRES over 'Watch out so it doesn't fall over.' cp. (10)- (11), (16)- (18).
• Main V3 wh-questions with negation or an adverb (Neg/Adv-V):
(29) kem som ikkje får kjøre? (INV, file Ole.14) who SOM not get.PRES drive 'Who doesn't get to drive?' cp. (12) and (18).
• Embedded wh-questions (S-V): (30) cp. (13)- (15), (19)- (20). • Evidence for non-V2 extremely infrequent.
• Little difference between the two cues for non-V2 (Adv/Neg-V and S-V) with respect to frequency of input.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The Syntactic Model
• Split-CP clause structure (Westergaard&Vangsnes 2005 , Westergaard 2005 .
• Not all functional heads need to be present in all clauses; clause typing is dependent on the topmost head in the structure.
• V2 the result of verb movement to different heads in the CP domain -triggered by the feature [X°E PP ]. Accounts for various V2 grammars, e.g. English vs. Norwegian dialects.
• Embedded declaratives are bare FinPs, embedded questions are bare WhPs. These heads lack the [X°E PP ] feature -therefore no verb movement in embedded contexts.
A Structure-building Approach to Language Acquisition
(32) Children build clause structure based on -UG (universal "pool" of categories+various rules/constraints) -input cues (33) Structural economy -children only build as much structure as there is evidence for in input -children only move elements as far as there is evidence for in input
ANALYSIS
• In the syntactic model adopted here it is assumed that the verb in all (adult) Norwegian main clauses moves to the highest head, Int° in wh-questions, Pol° in yes/no-questions and Top° in all declaratives, topicalizations + subject-initial clauses.
• Early verb movement in questions and topicalization constructions is movement to the appropriate heads. That subject-initial declaratives involve the TopP in Norwegian must be learned from input. No clear cues for this in main clauses.
• Still children very early produce target-like finite verbs moved across negation (and other adverbs) in subject-initial main clauses, see (34). Following structural economy, they initially pick a lower head as the target for verb movement in these constructions, the head of the InTopP -the lowest head that ensures V-Neg word order: • Verb movement to InTop° should also result in non-target V-Neg word order in embedded clauses and V3 wh-questions, see e.g. (10) and (18).
• The lack of verb movement across negation/adverbs in embedded clauses (and V3 whquestions) provides the cue that main clause verb movement targets Top°, not InTop°.
• Because of the low frequency of this input cue, children are expected to produce these non-target forms for a considerable time (until the age of 6?).
• Embedded questions lack interrrogative force -thus children will not project an IntP in these cases. Therefore no 'transfer' of the [X°E PP ] feature on Int°, and no overgeneralization of verb movement across the subject from main to embedded questions.
• This is knowledge provided by UG -lack of input is therefore irrelevant in this case.
• Predictions: • Children's choice of an uneconomic word order pattern in embedded clauses (involving verb movement) is caused by an economy principle operative in main clauses, viz the 'minimalistic approach' to structure building.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Norwegian children's early subject-initial clauses display verb movement to a lower functional head than in the target grammar. More specifically, given the economic, structure-building approach to language acquisition assumed here, the child grammar is argued to target the lowest head that will ensure that the verb appears to the left of negation (the head of the InTopP). Support for this analysis is found in certain overgeneralizations of verb movement across negation/adverb in embedded clauses and V3 wh-questions. This is relatively persistent in children's production, due to the low frequency of the crucial input data. The corresponding lack of input cues for word order in embedded questions does not lead to overgeneralization of subject-verb inversion from main to embedded questions. The reason for this is that UG provides a clause structure where main and embedded clauses do not share the same functional architecture.
